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Linear equations in standard form coloring worksheet

Line equations is such an important topic in Algebra 1 And it's so much fun to teach!  When I taught algebra 1, I knew that students needed a good basis in the schedule so that they could be successful in future math classes.  However, I also like to make all the stuff fun. When I plan my equations of unit lines, I usually think about it in three different sections. 
I consider the first part of the block to be an introduction.  This time I review the slope, talk about slope-intercepting forms, and briefly enter different form shapes of the line.  The other two parts of the block write line equations and graphic line equations.  I usually teach students how to graph equation lines before we write equations. Slope (Math Video) - This
fun little video helps students remember the slope. Slope Fun! - This blog has a great list of activities for slope learning. Chart Line - If you have computers available in your class, this GeoGebra activity is fun. Students are given an equation and they need to schedule it. Schedule! (Rap Video) - This YouTube video is a funny explanation of how to plot the
line.  It would be a fun video to play for a few free minutes in class. Teaching Writing Equation Lines - This blog has a great explanation about learning the writing equation lines. He goes step by step, explaining how to explain everything to the students. Linear Equations Card Sort - This grade card has students match the standard form, slope, y-interception
and two points that are on the line. Line Equations - What is the Biggest? - This game show style of play has the potential to become fun.  Students are given different line traits and must determine which line has the largest slope or u-interception. I hope you have found some great ideas for your equation unit lines in Algebra!  It's such a fun unit to teach! If
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